Abstract: Autonomous mobile robots require efficient big-data methods to process a large amount of real-time sensory data to perform a task. We investigate a novel RF sensing-based method for target localisation where a large set of sensor data are mined to produce meaningful location information of a target device. The estimated location of the target is further used by the navigation algorithm to execute a movement plan. Using the networked RF beacon data, the proposed big data approach alleviates the problem of noisy RF measurements in location estimation. A particle filter algorithm is used to track the location of target node. The algorithm demonstrates a beyond-the-grid accuracy even only a coarse RF map is used.
Introduction
One promising yet challenging application of the recently emerging unmanned autonomous vehicle systems is search and rescue tasks. For robotic systems to operate at such a high level of autonomy, big-data processing (Agrawal et al., 2011) is becoming a necessity to handle large amount of heterogeneous sensory data to make proper decision.
The robot's ability to locate and navigate with minimum human intervention during a mission is critical. Search and rescue of a missing person in heavy vegetation is particularly hard because of poor 'data/signal' quality and tough terrain, hence, require a high level of data fusion and processing.
Traditional locating technologies such as GPS or cellular locating service have some notable drawbacks: they are unusable in area lacking cellular coverage, or GPS satellite signal. Aerial imaging and other vision equipment are limited by resolution and effective field of view in real deployment. In our work, the target (missing person) will carry a smart RF transmitter and a fast moving robot is used to detect/follow the radio beacon signal transmitted from the target. The goal is to accurately locate and navigate to a target node/transmitter of unknown physical location using only RF measurements provided by a network of RF sensor nodes in its surrounding area. Figure 1 depicts example scenarios where a robot navigates to the target based on the beacon signal in an office building and an outdoor setting.
The idea of RF measurement-based localisation has been attempted in the past, but with limited success. The main challenges include the high complexity of RF model in a real world scenario and the volatile nature of RF measurement. These factors make it difficult for efficient data analysis. RF measurement is often subject to many external factors, such as antenna gain, battery power, obstacles in the surrounding environment. The result is often a RF model too complex to provide useful prediction. In our scenario with RF measurements coming from multiple measurement sources, the situation is even more difficult as higher noise level and inconsistent measurements are constantly present. As have been experienced in many other domains, the external and (mostly) unstructured data is much more difficult to analyse. We believe that a probabilistic data mining technique (Gokul et al., 2013; Farrahi and Gatica-Perez, 2010) would help to process such data.
We investigate a localisation and navigation solution based on distributed RF sensing and deep data screening. Instead of trying to use all available measurement data, our algorithm adopts a big-data approach to validate the raw RF measurement data. Radio sensing-based localisation involves measuring radio signal strength (RSS) of a target transmitter to estimate the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The method has gained much attention recently (Bahl and Padmanabhan, 2000; Whitehouse et al., 2007; Alippi and Vanini, 2001; Olson et al., 2013) for its potential applications in GPS-denied scenarios and search and rescue missions. The main research challenge however is the accuracy of the technique. There are several recent works to improve the accuracy of RF localisation (Moore et al., 2007) , such as using a comprehensive RF profiling. In a 2013 article, Wu et al. (2013) reported a RF map calibration method for mobile networks. However, RF sensing is widely regarded as a low accuracy localisation method, especially for a moving robot. Our approach is unique in that we use RF measurement from a moving observer, which is capable of receiving multiple RF measurements relayed through the network. The observations are first validated using a most-likelihood model to filter out 'bad' data. A modified particle filter (Kotecha et al., 2003) algorithm then used the robot's local odometer data to compensate the RF measurements for better localisation estimation. To estimate the posterior of the robot location, we calculate the likelihood of the RF observation conditioned on the robot's trajectory. The location of the target sensor is estimated by matching the RSS signature of the target sensor with an RF map. The validation and particle filtering algorithms allow us to obtain much higher accuracy than previous works. Our second contribution is a novel path planning method, referred to as RF mode, based on RF displacement matching, as compared to standard mode which finds a global path based on the shortest distance. The RF mode utilises a scanning directional antenna to minimise RF matching displacement. Our experimental data shows that the RF mode results in more robust navigation behaviours in the presence of large localisation error, which might occur if the RF map is too coarse.
In the rest of the paper, Section 3 discusses the RF mapping process and sensor localisation. Section 4 presents the modified particle filter algorithm for robot localisation. Section 5 discusses the RF matching-based navigation mode and its performance.
Background and literature review
Localisation is an important research topic in robotics research communities. In most applications, a GPS receiver is sufficient to provide a direct measurement of the global location of the robot or a target device. However, non-GPS-based localisation methods are crucial in many scenarios. The location knowledge are obtained by analysing local measurements from an odometer sensor, a range sensor, vision cues [landmarks, or special tags (Olson et al., 2013) ], sound echoes (as in sonar), or a radar sensor.
In mobile cellular network, the location of a mobile device is typically obtained by analysing certain physical properties of the radio signal from the device. The time-of-flight (TOF), angle-of-arrival (AoA), or signal strength of beacon radio signals could be measured at the mobile cell level and used for location estimation. In robotic field, this technology is not widely used, mainly because the cellular infrastructure is not available in most robotic applications.
RSS localisation is deemed as a less and inaccurate localisation technique due to the complexity in radio propagation pattern caused by issues such as multi-path propagation. Despite this drawback, using RF sensing has several advantages. For one instance, RF sensing is less limited by terrain and weather conditions than GPS or vision-based technologies. The RF sensing solution also is more scalable in a large WSN network since the RF measurements can be relayed to robot through the networks (Whitehouse et al., 2007) . RF sensing is also widely used in industry such as RFID systems (Cao et al., 2014) . Hsu et al. (2013) present an overlap-aware scheme for detecting redundant reader in RFID networks.
The feasibility of radio sensing as a localisation technique for WSN is discussed in Thrun et al. (2010) , Bahl and Padmanabhan (2000) and Alippi and Vanini (2004) . Bahl and Padmanabhan (2000) report that in a complex indoor environment, RSS-based empirical methods have higher accuracy than model-fitting-based methods. There are several improvements on the RSS localisation technique. In Moore et al. (2007) , a distributed sensing algorithm is used to cancel RF measurement errors for an indoor environment.
Localisation with sequence of observations from a noisy sensor can be improved by extended Kalman filter (EKF) (Gustafsson et al., 2002) . Due to its low computational complexity, Kalman filter is widely implemented as a de-noising tool to correct low level sensor reading (such as odometer sensor). EKF-based localisation methods usually operate a process (motion) model which obtains odometer reading, and then execute an observation model which incorporates readings from ranger sensor or GPS sensor to perform a posterior update. More sophisticated methods typically use a population-based method such as particle filter (Grisetti et al., 2005) or significance sampling technique (Gustafsson et al., 2002; Kotecha et al., 2003) . A similar process and update model would be used, however upon all particles in the pool.
System components and RF mapping
Almost all localisation and navigation systems depend on some sort of map and measurement device. In our investigation, the localisation and navigation is assisted by an RF map created by a mobile robot. The target area mapped contains interconnected RF beacon nodes which provide signal source for measurement. The RF map created that way has unique advantages that are not available in previous studies: the mobile robot can perform RF measurements of multiple beacon sensors from different angle. Figure 2 shows the main measurement components in our field robot. The robot is a modified P3DX robot with a customised physical structure on top. The robot is equipped with build-in odometer sensor and a Kinect sensor for obstacle avoidance. The main equipment for localisation and navigation is a scanning directional RF unit. A WIFI link provides communication between the robot and any ground control. The robot is controlled by a netbook running Ubuntu 12.04 and ROS Hydro. Note: RF beacon nodes provide reference points allow the search robot to build RF map and perform signal matching.
The ground beacon/observer nodes are based on Memsic Iris, running TinyOS firmware. The beacon nodes are capable of transmitting, receiving and relaying beacon messages. The P3DX robot is also equipped with a beacon base station, which is connected to the robot on-board computer to communicate with the other beacon nodes.
Ground beacon network functionalities
The ground beacon network has a especially designed network layer to support localisation and navigation function. The network layer support transmitting, detection, and relaying of the beacon measurement at various network entities. The network layer includes four accessing primitives and services:
1 Beacon trigger command (BTC): this command (packet) is initiated from the mobile robot or base station. The packet directs one beacon node to start broadcasting beacon packets. The command is relayed through the network via data/command dissemination protocol (STP).
When receiving a BTC packet, the selected wireless beacon nodes will broadcast beacon packets in a designated channel. Each beacon packet carry 34 bytes of payload, including a local sequence number and a unique sensor node ID. The beacon nodes can be ad-hoc deployed across the field to provide desired coverage. The coordinates of the beacon nodes is not significant for our localisation algorithms. The beacon nodes transmit beacon packets every 200 ms by default. Figure 3 shows the RSSI measurement of one beacon node collected by the robot during a mapping run. The measurement of the particular beacon reaches the strongest point when the robot is close to or at the corresponding sensor node. The signal strength decreases as the robot moves away from the beacon node. The strongest signal strength is in the range of 40 (-51 dBm). The lowest RSSI observed is 12 (-79 dbm) before packet becomes completely undecipherable. The RF mapping process creates an RF profile (or map) of the target area under study. The beacon nodes are assumed to form a mesh topology. During the RF mapping process, the mobile robot is programmed to drive through a set of waypoints to record the RF signature from nearby beacon nodes. Depending on the actual set of beacon nodes observable at the robot's location, the RF map might contain different number of measurements.
RF map
The resultant RF map is a high dimension matrix defined on a 2D grid. The RF map in our experiment setup is shown below in Figure 4 . The resultant RF map also shows strong multipath effect in the indoor office setting. We find that the standard deviation of slow fading is normally small (within 2 dBm).
Static target localisation using RF map
The estimation of a static target node location follows four steps:
1 The robot issues a BTC command to relevant beacon nodes to start beacon generating.
2 After ACKs from all beacon nodes, the robot sends a BMC command to the target sensor node to start RSS measurement.
3 The target node will perform RF measurement for a period of time, 20 seconds in a typical scenario, and send the average RSS reading to the robot via BMR packet.
4 The robot compares the received RSS vector against previously established RF map to produce a location estimate.
Let (x, y) represent the sensor location and SS represent the measured RSS of the beacon set. The estimation of the robot location is one such that:
The process above produce a reasonably estimation so far as at least three beacon nodes are used and placed apart from each other. Figure 5 (b) shows the average location error in our testing environment. The average location error is less than one metre. 
Robot locations with particle filter
The location of the robot can be estimated in a similar way as the target. The accuracy of the robot location can be further improved by taking advantage of robot mobility, which allows more diverse RSS measurements. The computation tool for this purpose is the particle filter algorithm, which has been successfully used in robot localisation with laser range sensor (Lidar). The similar principle however could be used here even our sensor is far less accurate than typical Lidar sensor. Particle filter is a Bayesian-based filter that samples the whole robot work space by a weight function derived from the belief distribution. The particle filter framework works as following: the algorithm maintain a set of particles (robot location candidates); at the arrival of a new RSS measurement, the posterior probability of each location candidate are re-evaluated; a new population is re-sampled based on posterior probability (Alippi and Vanini, 2004; Gustafsson et al., 2002) .
One notable difference of our implementation is that the observation data feed to the particle filter is a sparse vector value instead of the conventional scalar value. In the following discussion, we represent a location estimate by a particle <s, w>, where s = (x r , y r , θ) describe the x-y location in a 2D map and θ the orientation of the robot. Each particle also contains a weight value w which is proportional to the probability of the location estimate.
Motion model
We assume a simple motion (or process) model where the robot position is update by odometer difference between consecutive time
where k is the discretised time and w 0 is the odometry noise.
To estimate ( ) S k we use sensor observations SS i (s(k)), which is the RSS measurement of the i th beacon node at the current robot location. SS i follows observation model:
Measurement mining and validation
As discussed early, the RF measurement at any given time is subjected to several external factors. Among them, antenna orientation, mobile movement and signal obstacle deserve special consideration. Different antenna orientation alone could cause 6 dB measurement differences depending on the robot antenna position at the time of measurement. In our experiment, we observed significant variation of RSSI value when robot drives at different speed. It is thus important to validate the RF measurements such that only good data are used in the later stage of processing. We use two validation criteria for this purpose: 4 Else, admit the measurement.
Particle weight estimation
The set of N particles P = {<s
.N} approximates the distribution of the robot location and will be updated as new sensory observations arrive. The conditional probability of the robot location is calculated based on current RSS observations and its previous location. As in typical particle filter implementation, P is re-sampled from the prior location estimation using the motion model and odometer record.
The posterior distribution of the robot location s t at time current t is obtained by the joint probability of previous location probability Pr(s t-1 ) and the conditional probability Pr(SS t-1 | s t ), which represent the probability of the new beacon measurement under the current estimated robot location. Here, s t is calculated from the mobile model in equation (2).
We have the following equation:
( ) 
The computation of Pr ( | ) SS s requires the RF map M obtained earlier. The beacon set B consists of all beacon nodes whose measurement exceeds a predefine threshold, which we choose 6 dBm in this study. For simplicity, a Gaussian distribution is used to calculate Pr(SS t (j) | s t , M). The selection of the active beacon set B could have significant impact on the results. In this study, we use the 'strongest RSS' strategy where B only contains the beacon nodes with the highest RSS reading. The main reason to use this strategy is because high RSS reading also possesses less noise and is regarded as high quality data. The probability Pr(s t ) of all particles are then normalised and used as the weight w for each particle. During the re-sampling stage, the weight value determines how many new particles will be produced from each of the old particles. It is notable that the new particle is not the exact copy of the existing previous particle. A random location displacement will be introduced on top of the parent particle. Figure 5 shows two snapshots of the particle filter process in one experiment run. Each arrow represents a potential robot location. The result validated the efficiency of particle filter process in terms of converging speed. The particle population is always maintained to 1,000. There is significant reduction of the particle cluster after five iterations, indicating many initial location estimates are removed due to new observations.
Navigation algorithms
Navigating to a target node could be done in one of the two modes:
1 Standard mode: The navigation path is calculated based on the estimated sensor location and current robot location. This usually results in a shortest path in Euclidean space.
2 RF matching mode: the navigation path is one that minimises the RSS distance between the robot and the target sensor. This mode is aided by a scanning directional antenna to provide an accurate motion direction of the target node.
The standard mode usually requires high fidelity in robot odometer and rotational tracking. This sometimes could be a problem if the wheel-ground traction is poor. The RF matching mode derives the motion plan differently by examining the shortest path in the RSS space. The RF matching mode would be particularly effective when the robot is in the vicinity of the target node. With RF matching, we compare local beacon measurements at the robot and that at the target sensor node. These measurements are then matched against the RSS profile to determine θ. The directional antenna plays a critical role in the navigation algorithm. Depending on whether the robot can hear the target sensor node or not, two different modes of navigation are possible:
1 Mode 1 (direct matching): If the RF of the target node is functional and the robot is close enough to hear beacon packets from the target node, the robot will scan the directional antenna and record beacon packets from the target node. The antenna body frame angle with the strongest RSS reading is selected as $\theta$. The robot will rescan after it moves forward by one foot.
2 Mode 2 (indirect matching): If the target node cannot be heard, the robot is guided by matching the RSS reading of the beacon nodes between the robot and the target node.
We refer to this navigation mode as indirect matching since we are comparing the RSS of beacon packets instead of packets directly from the target node. The rationale behind the indirect matching is because of the 2D nature of outdoor field and (rotational) odometer drifting in some terrain, which makes navigation more complicated than the indoor case. The use of a directional antenna alleviates both problems and is the main source of improved locating accuracy.
Navigation base on RF matching
The indirect matching method allows the target sensor node to be several hops away from the robot, assuming that the beacon measurement SS t from the target node is successfully relayed to the robot via WSN. If the target node fails to provide current beacon measurement, the multi-hop navigation algorithm can still utilise WSN network topology to determine a closest neighbour node as an alternate navigation goal. This topic however is beyond the scope of this paper.
With N beacon nodes, we assume a partial RF profile field function
N SS x y ss x y ss x y ss x y =
where ss i (x, y) is the RSS profile of the i th beacon signal at (x, y). If point (x, y) is one of the preselected measurement points, referred to as grid points, the actual measurement value is used. For a non-grid point, ss() is interpreted linearly from its neighbouring grid points.
The navigation loop can be described as follow: \begin{enumerate} 
5 Else, an optimum movement direction θ * is calculated such that the RSS discrepancy δ SS will be reduced the most.
6 The robot will travel along θ * for D metres.
The optimum θ * is selected by a local greedy procedure: 
Experimental setup and results
We conduct extensive experiment to evaluate our system in a real environment both indoor and outdoor. The indoor experiment is conducted in the basement section of the HMC building at VSU, including a hallway and several inter-connected computer labs. The hallway is about 100 feet in length, and the computer labs each is 15 × 30 square foot. The outdoor experiments are conducted at the VSU football field. The beacon network consists of six data nodes and three beacon nodes, each with a unique ID. The navigation algorithm will stop if it believes itself within 1 foot from the target. The actual distance to the target is measured manually. Our data provide evaluation in three areas:
1 the impact of the raw data validation algorithm to distinguish 'good' data vs. 'bad' data 2 the effectiveness of the particle filter algorithm on navigation accuracy.
Impact of validation algorithm
The validation thresholds determine the percentage of 'good' vs. 'bad' data admitted into the system. More rigorous criteria will be pickier in admitting new measurement, which has a direct impact on how many measurements is needed to update the location estimate. Figure 6 shows the trade-off of the admission threshold and the localisation accuracy. In this test set, the robot is programmed to drive through the hallway path at different speeds. At low speed, the admission percentage is high. As speed increase, more measurement is rejected. Figure 7( b) shows the location errors with or without the validation process. On average, the validation process improves the location accuracy by one metre across the board. 
Impact of filtering algorithm
For the indoor experiment, the starting position of the robot is located inside the robotic lab. The target sensor is placed at a prescribed location that is increasingly more difficult to reach. The setup for the outdoor experiment is constructed in the similar layout minus the absence of office furnitures and walls. At each run, the robot will attempt to navigate to the target node. The location of each target sensor is measured manually and serves as ground truth for error calculation. We conduct 10 runs for each target node independently. After each run, robot is re-positioned at the same starting point (home location) and commanded to navigate to a specific node ID. Our results show that indoor locations demonstrated a diverse location error profile due to the numerous building structures. The location errors of outdoor target are consistent across the board. These results are shown in Figure 7 . Figure 7(a) shows the RF matching-based navigation trials and the measured errors for different target nodes. The effectiveness of particle filter is evident due to the fast converging of the location errors for all targets. At the beginning of a trial run, the location errors range from 3 metres to 6.5 metres. As more RF measurements are collected, the location errors reduce quickly. After 12 seconds, the location errors for all three target nodes are less than 1 metres. The location errors are collected based on particle clusters whose accumulated weight exceed 0.1%. Figure 7 (b) further illustrates the population dynamic of the filter algorithm when new observations come. We examine the number of significant cluster among the posterior population. We define the term significant cluster as a set of particles within a 2 metres radius of the cluster centre. The results indicate that number of cluster shrinks rapidly as the new observes arrive.
Computational overhead
An important aspect of the online navigation algorithm is that it must be executed efficiently to provide real-time control of the vehicle. The computation time can be divided in two parts: 1 computing of the conditional probability in step 1 of the navigation algorithm 2 particle clustering and updating.
Particle filter-related operations is proportional to the number of particles (sample) used. The computation of the conditional probability requires O(N 2 ) operation, where N is the number of grid points in the RF map. Theoretical limit to achieve search convergence for particle filter algorithm is generally unavailable; nevertheless in our experience we observed that five iterations (new observations) are sufficient to find a good result. We measure the execution time of the proposed algorithm in an Odroid embedded computer, which is equipped with a 2 GHz Cortex CPU. It would require about 12 us to complete one loop when the particle size is set to 1,000.
Conclusions
We present a location and navigation method for intelligent vehicle based on collaborative RF measurement in a WSN-assisted applications. Our method utilises a statistical approach to evaluated RSS measurements and refines the raw measurement to produce a high fidelity dataset. The refined measurement is feed to a population re-sampling-based algorithm which provides an accurate and robust estimation of the target location. We further discuss a novel navigation method using the RSS measurement together with a directional antenna. Our results show that RSS-based navigation can achieve reasonable accuracy in a coarsely profiled field.
